MANUAL DIP GROUND BOX 12" dia solid base sump with a 12" dia grey flat sealed cover and frame. One PSB/110 4 11/32" dia pipe seal kit.
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**TYPICAL INSTALLATION**

**CONCRETE**

1/4 - 1/2

12

Minimum 8

Maximum 14

**CONCRETE DOUBLE REINFORCED WITH BRC A393 MESH**

**FL120 COVER**

**FL120 FRAME**

**S0 SOLID BASE CHAMBER**

**ALTERNATIVE INSTALLATION ADVICE**

**SETTS**

Minimum 8

Maximum 14

**CONCRETE DOUBLE REINFORCED WITH BRC A393 MESH**

**TARMACADAM**

Minimum 8

Maximum 14

**TARMACADAM (THICKNESS AS SPECIFIED)**

1/4 - 1/2

12

20

1

**VERYIMPORTANT**

OUTER EDGE "A" OF FRAME

SET 1/4 - 1/2" ABOVE GENERAL FORECOURT AREA WITH CONCRETE RAMPED AWAY OVER 12"